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CyberTerrorism: A Growing Threat
The NJCCIC contributed a short assessment on cyber
terrorism for the recently released Terrorism Threat
Assessment 2016 from the New Jersey Office of Homeland
Security and Preparedness (NJOHSP). We assess the cyber
threat to New Jersey from terrorist groups is low despite
their intent to target the United States.
While numerous terrorist organizations, including ISIS, al
Qa’ida, and Hizballah, are attempting to build offensive
cyber capabilities, to date they have had little to no
success. We assess ISIS is the most likely terrorist group
to attempt cyber operations against US resources, but its
capabilities remain limited to lowlevel activities such as
socially engineered account compromises and website defacements.
Click here for the full Threat Assessment.

NJCCIC Blog Followup:
Passwords
In our previous blog post, "Passwords,
Passwords, Passwords", we stressed the
importance of passwords and provided some
practical guidance for how to create and
remember strong passwords. For the last five
years, a software vendor by the name

Latest Cyber Alerts
Multiple Vulnerabilities in Cisco Products
Could Allow for Unauthenticated, Remote
Access
Vulnerability in Microsoft Silverlight Could
Allow Remote Code Execution (Updated)
Multiple Vulnerabilities in PHP Could Allow
Arbitrary Code Execution (Updated)

of SplashData has compiled a list of the most
commonly used "worst" passwords,
aggregated from the previous year's data
breaches. For the fifth year in a row,
"123456" and "password" were the two most
commonly occurring out of the more than
two million passwords analyzed. If you use
one of the 25 on the list, please revisit our
blog or the check out the "10 simple rules"
from cybersecurity firm Kaspersky.

Tip of the Week
" Safeguards for 2016"
Because of improved protections in recent
years, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
stops the vast majority of fraudulent tax
returns using stolen identities. But identity
thieves and criminal syndicates continue to

Cyber News
Cyberattack among World Economic
Forum's top global risks
via SC Magazine
Both public and private sectors 'blind' to
cyber risk
via FedScoop
Chinese soldiers implicated in U.S. military
hacking case
via the Globe and Mail
Firm Sues Cyber Insurer Over $480K Loss
via Krebs on Security
The Lowdown on Freezing Your Kid’s Credit
via Krebs on Security
Ukrainian power companies are getting hit
with more cyberattacks

persist and evolve.

via CSO Online

Read more about this cyber tip and others
from the IRS

Critical Updates for Apple, Linux, and Oracle
The NJCCIC strongly recommends users of the following software apply updates
immediately.
Apple: On Tuesday, Apple released security updates for iOS, OS X, and Safari, patching
thirteen vulnerabilities. Many of these vulnerabilities could allow remote code execution,
providing attackers access to a device and the ability to then execute malicious code or gain
complete control of the compromised device. Victims can be impacted merely by visiting a
malicious website. Technical details and updates available here.
Linux: On Tuesday, Linux issued a source code patch to address a critical Linux kernel
vulnerability. The flaw has been present in the code since 2012, and also extends to twothirds

of Android devices. A compromised device can provide an attacker root level access and the
ability to execute code. A patch is available as source code; however, Red Hat has not issued a
patch as of January 20. Technical details and updates available here.
Oracle: On Tuesday, Oracle issued patches to 248 new vulnerabilities affecting multiple Oracle
products. Many of these vulnerabilities could be remotely executed by attackers. Oracle is
receiving reports that malicious actors have attempted and successfully exploited these
vulnerabilities. Technical details and updates available here.

Questions?
Email a Cyber Liaison Officer at
njccic@cyber.nj.gov.

Connect with us!

cyber.nj.gov
New Jersey Cybersecurity & Communications Integration Cell
DISCLAIMER: This bulletin is provided as is for informational purposes only. The New Jersey
Cybersecurity & Communications Integration Cell (NJCCIC) and the Regional Operations Intelligence
Center (ROIC) do not provide any warranties of any kind regarding any information contained within.
The NJCCIC and ROIC do not endorse any commercial product or service, referenced in this bulletin or
otherwise. Further dissemination of this bulletin is governed by the Traffic Light Protocol (TLP). For more
information about TLP, see https://www.uscert.gov/tlp/.
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